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Summary

A phantom sound source [3] is a virtual sound source generated by real sound sources. When

listening to the real sound sources, the perception is that of a sound source placed elsewhere in the

room. This is why the term 'phantom source' is used.

In order to generate a phantom source, the distance and the direction of the phantom source have

to be simulated by the real sound sources. This is done by filtering the signals of the real sound

sources. Large filters are needed because the acoustic impulse responses are long. Also the sys

tems need to be real-time and therefor the filters have to be implemented in an efficient way.

It is difficult to generate a phantom sound source over a wide-frequency range. At higher frequen

cies, the wavelength is close to the size of the listeners head and the shape of the head plays an

important role in the perception of the sound. Due to the development of new fast signal proces

sors, the frequency range is enlarged. Recent research shows that it is possible to make phantom

sources in a frequency range up to 16 kHz [1, 10].

The real-time systems for phantom sound source generation use the Active Noise Control theory

to estimate the filter coefficients. The used adaptive algorithms are based on gradient search tech

niques. The filtering takes place in the frequency domain and the samples are calculated block by

block (Block Frequency Domain Adaptive Filtering or BFDAF). The presence of an acoustic path

after the adaptive filter, requires the use of an algorithm where the input signal is filtered with an

estimate of this acoustic path. This algorithm is in literature referred to as the filtered-x algorithm.

In this work, several schemes of filtered-x algorithms are described, tested, and compared. These

filters are based on two different algorithms. The performance of the filters is measured while

changing the properties of the filter (adaptation constant, number of input samples and the length of

the Fast Fourier Transform) and after modelling of acoustic delay. Two systems for phantom sound

source generation are implemented on a digital sisnal processing platform, one with loudspeakers

and one with headphones. The results show, that the phantom sound source is well generated with

the headphone but that there are some problems when loudspeakers are used.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A phantom sound source can be described as a sound source that is perceived by a listener at a

certain position but is not physically present. The system that generates the phantom sound source

has to produce the same sound pressure at the ears as a real sound source would do at the location

of the phantom sound source. Figure 1.1 gives an example of this idea. The signals applied to the

real (secondary) sound sources LSL and LSR are changed with the filters WXL and WXR so that
the listener gets the idea that the loudspeaker LSp is playing. These filters can be calculated by

modelling the transfer functions Wrr , Wrl, Wlr , Wll, W pr and Wpl. This is however not very easy
to do since in total 6 transfer functions have to be determined for every set of filters. Also, if the

position of the listener changes, the impulse responses have to be determined again. A possible

solution is to use adaptive filters instead of fixed filters.

Active Noise Control theory is applied for the adaptive estimation of the filters Wx L and WxR.

With this method, the filters adapt in such a way that the sound coming from the primary loud
speaker is cancelled by the secondary loudspeakers at the place of the listeners ears. When this is

realised, the secondary loudspeakers produce the phase inverse signal of the primary loudspeaker.

By now freezing the filters and removing the primary loudspeaker, the phantom sound source is
generated. This can be realised with loudspeakers as well as headphones.

Figure 1.1 shows the basic setup for the generation of a phantom sound source. The listener is

placed in front of two loudspeakers, the secondary sound sources. The loudspeakers are placed

symmetrically at an angle a. The primary loudspeaker is located at an angle {3. The filters WXL

and WXR alter the signals to the seconlary sound sources so that the phantom sound source can

be generated at the location of the primary loudspeaker. In order to minimize the sound pressure

at the ears, microphones are placed in or near the ear canal.

Adaptive filters based on the Least Mean Square algorithm of Widrow and Hoff [26] are widely

used. This algorithm proved to be very useful for the estimation of acoustic paths but has to

be modified when it is applied in the active noise control filter because of the presence of the

secondary acoustic paths. This modified LMS algorithm is called the filtered-x algorithm [26].

This algorithm can be implemented in time domain [24] and frequency domain [10]. In this report,

several implementations of Block Frequency Domain Adaptive Filters (BFDAF) are compared.

Also a number of methods are described to improve the performance of the filters.
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2 Generation of Phantom Sound Sources with BFDAF

Phantom Source
(Primary source)

Figure 1.1: Set-up for the generation ofphantom sound sources.

In the next chapter is explained how the adaptive filtering takes place and which algorithms are

used. In Chapter 3, the properties and performance of the BFDAF are discussed. In Chapter 4,

the implementations of the filtered-x algorithm are described, tested and compared. Chapter 5

contains two examples of phantom sound source generation, one with headphones and one with

loudspeakers. After the conclusions in Chapter 6, some ideas for future research are described in

Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

How to generate phantom sound
sources

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter the basic ideas about the generation of phantom sound sources are explained. First

the principle of generating phantom sources is discussed and thereafter the adaptive filtering will

be discussed.

2.2 Phantom sound source generation with fixed filters

Figure 1.1 shows the basic set-up for phantom sound generation. The filters WXL and WXR can be
mathematically derived.

WII, Wlr, Wrl and Wrr (see Figure 1.1) are the transfer functions from the left and right secondary

sources to the left and right ears. Wpi and Wpr are the transfer functions from the primary source

to respectively the left and right ear. With the input signal Vr , the sound pressure in the ears caused

by the primary source is given by:

and

The sound pressure caused by the secondary sources is given by:

and

3
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4 Generation of Phantom Sound Sources with BFDAF

(2.2)

To generate a phantom sound source, the secondary sources have to produce the same sound
pressure at the ears as the primary source. Substituting PI = PI and P; = P, in Eq. 2.1 and

Eq. 2.2 leads to:

Wpl W" - Wp, Wr/
WXL = ----'-------'--

WI/ W" - WI, Wr/

and

(2.3)

The filters made with these derivations are difficult to realise because of the following reasons
[10]:

• The transfer functions from the loudspeakers to the ears need to be measured. Especially
for the higher frequencies, the impulse responses are difficult to measure because of the
shape of the head and the ear canal (the Head Related Transfer Functions (HRTF». A slight

movement of the head causes large deviations in the impulse responses,

• The impulse responses are not exact due to the inaccuracies of the calculations,

• An inverse impulse response is used. Therefor an IIR filter is needed. Often a FIR filter
of limited length is used, introducing errors because the inverse of an acoustic impulse

response, which generally has a non-minimum phase, is unstable.

2.3 Phantom sound source generation with adaptive filters

In this section, the techniques used for the adaptive filter approach of the generation of phantom
sound sources are discussed. After explaining the basic principle, the LMS-algorithm [23], the
filtered-x algorithm [26] and the Block Frequency Domain Adaptive Filter (BFDAF) [7, 10,21]

will be discussed.

2.3.1 Introduction

When the filters in Figure 1.1 are adaptive, WXL and WXR are estimated by minimizing the sound

pressure at the microphones, placed near the ear canal (see Chapter 1). The advantage over fixed

filters is, that WXL and WXR can easily be derived so that the filters can be adapted fast for different
locations and for different persons (every person has its own HRTF).

Adaptive filters, using the Least Mean Square algorithm (LMS), are applied for determining the
acoustic paths from the secondary sound sources to the microphones. The estimations of the
acoustic paths are necessary for the filtered-x algorithm (see Section 2.3.4). The estimation of
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the acoustic paths requires large filter lengths because the impulse responses are long. After the

estimation of the secondary acoustic paths, the filter with filtered-x algorithm adapts to cancel the

sound of the primary loudspeaker at both microphones. as described in Chapter 1.

Both the impulse response estimation filters and the filters with filtered-x algorithm use block-wise

calculation to reduce the calculation complexity.

2.3.2 LMS algorithm

The LMS algorithm uses the minimization of the Mean Square Error (MSE) to adapt the weights.

Figure 2.1 shows the estimation of a system Wp'

s[k]

Figure 2.1: LMS estimation ofthe process W p'

The residual signal can be written as (see [23, pages 133-138]):

r[k] = e[k] - e[k] + s[k] = e[k] - :!.:W[k]w[k] + s[k], (2.4)

where w[k] is the (M x 1) weight vector, :!.M[k] is the (M x 1) vector with input signal samples:

:!.M[k] = (x[k - M + 1], ... , x[k - 1], X [k])t

w[k] - (wM-dk], ... , wdk], wo[k])t.

s[k], which is uncorrelated with x[k\ is external noise and e[k] is the convolution of the input

signal with the adaptive weight vector. The mean square error J[k] (or cost function) is defined

as:

J[k] = E{r2 [k]}, (2.5)

where E is the mathematical expectation.

In order to calculate the minimum MSE, the gradient of J[k] with respect to w[k] is considered:

'V[k] = -2E{:!.M[k]r[k]}. (2.6)
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This gradient vector points away from the optimum. A gradient-descent method uses the opposite

direction of this vector to find the optimum. The update algorithm for the weights is:

w[k + 1] = w[k] - av[k],

where a is the adaptation constant. This update algorithm is called steepest-descent. When

the expectation instruction is not applied, this algorithm is known as the LMS algorithm. The

difference with respect to the steepest-decent method is, that the LMS algorithm converges to

the optimum solution but fluctuates around the optimum. The adaptation constant determines the

convergence rate and the Final Mean Square Error (FMSE).

The Normalized LMS algorithm (NLMS) divides the adaptation constant by

a; = E{x2 [k]}, the mean square value of the input signal. This eliminates the dependency of the

residual signal to the variance of the input signal. This leads to the following update algorithms:

LMS

NLMS

w[k + J]

w[k + 1]

= w[k] + 2a:!.M[k]r[k]

w[k] + ;~:!.M[k]r[k].
x

(2.7)

(2.8)

Optimum solution The optimum solution or Wiener solution can be derived by making V[k]

equal to zero. With Eq. 2.4, Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6 and the assumption that s[k] is independent of

x[k] and E{x[k]} = E{s[k]} = 0:

J[k] = E{r2 [k]} E{(e[k] - :!.~[k]w[k] + s[k])(e[k] - wt[k]:!.M[k] + s[k])}

- a; - ~xw[k] - wt[k]Rex + wt[k]Rxw[k] + as
2,

where

Rx = E{:!.M[k]:!.~[k]}

Rex = E{e[k]:!.M[k]}.

Rx is the (M x M) autocorrelation matrix of the input signal and Rex is the (M x 1) cross
correlation of the input signal with the desired signal.

Minimizing the cost function leads to:

8J[k]
8w[k] = -2Rex + 2Rxw[k]

The optimum weight vector is found by a zero gradient vector. Then the Wiener solution is:

The minimum cost function is QQ[k] = ~pt):

J 2 R t R-1R 2min = ae - ==ex x ==ex + as .
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Convergence of the LMS-algorithm When no external noise is applied, Eq. 2.7 can be written

as:

w[k + 1] - w[k] + 2a:!.M[k]:!.~[k]~pt - w[k])

(I - 2a:!.M[k]:!.~[k])w[k] + 2a:!.M[k]:!.~[k]1!!.opt.

With the expectation operator E, this formula becomes [20,23]:

Solving this recursive notation yields:

k-l

E{w[k]) (I - 2aRx )k E{w[O]) + 2aRx E{1!!.opt} L:(I - 2aRx )i
j=O

= (I - 2aRx )k (E{w[O]) - E{1!!.opt}) + E{1Y.opt}, for k -+ 00.

Diagonalization of Rx gives:

J£Jk] = (I - 2a A)k(W [0] -~, ) +~, ,--------., '-..:..:.....lJ ~OPI --------..,opt

with:

A

.!fq[k]

Q-1RxQ
_ Q-1E{w[k]} .

Q is composed ofthe eigenvectors ofRx, and Q-l is the inverse matrix of Q. The diagonal matrix

A has the eigenvalues of Rx on the diagonal. This results in M independent equations:

~,.[k] = (l - 2aAj)k(W .[0] - ~J. ) + ~,. ,
--------.,r '-..:..:.....lJ, -------rEapt --------.,1 opt

where i is the i-th element ofthe weight vector. For all these equations, a must satisfy the condition

o<I 1 - 2aAj 1< 1

to have convergence of .!fqj[k] when k -+ 00, so for all equations, a must satisfy:

1
O<a < --,

Amax

where Amax is the largest eigenvalue of the autocorrelation matrix Rx.
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2.3.3 Block Frequency Domain Adaptive Filtering

A Block Frequency Domain Adaptive Filter (BFDAF) calculates the weights and the output sam

ples very efficient in the frequency domain and block by block [9, to, 21, 22]. The main advantages

of BFDAF are:

• Complexity is reduced because the calculation of output samples takes place block by block,

and the update of the weights is performed once per block,

• The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) generates signals that are approximately uncorre

lated (orthogonal). As a result, time varying step sizes can be applied on the frequency bins

to increase the overall convergence rate,

• In the frequency domain, the convolution of the input signal with the weight vector and the

correlation of the input signal with the residual signal is efficient.

The radix-2 decimation in time Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used for an efficient implementa

tion of the DFT.

A delay between the input signal and the output signal is introduced because of the block-wise

operation. Also a reduction of the stable range of the step size and a reduction of the tracking

performance may be introduced.

Explanation of BFDAF The output of the adaptive filter is calculated as a convolution of the

input signal with the weights, and the gradient estimate of the update algorithm is calculated as a

correlation of the input signal with the residual signal. In frequency domain this is implemented

as an element-wise multiplication [9]. However, the DFT performs a circular convolution (or

correlation) where a linear convolution is needed. With a circular convolution of two signals of

length B and M, only the last B - M +1 (with: B > M) samples correspond to a linear convolution

(M is extended with zeroes to a length of B). When B is a block of samples from an infinite input

signal, it is possible to calculate the correct output samples by using the overlap save or overlap

add method [19, 21, 22]. In this report the overlap save method is used. After calculation of

B - M + 1 output samples, M - 1 input samples are used again in the next calculation (an overlap

of M - 1 input samples).

Figure 2.2 shows a BFDAF that estimates the acoustic path between the loudspeaker and the

microphone. For the calculation of L correct output samples with a filter length of M, at least

L + M - 1 input samples are needed. The output samples are calculated as a convolution of
the input signal vector with the weight vector, performed as a multiplication in the frequency

domain. In this filter, the last L samples of the time domain output vector correspond to the linear

convolution. A correlation of the input signal vector with the residual signal vector of length

L, performed as a multiplication in frequency domain where X[kL] is conjugated, results in M
gradient estimate coefficients that correspond to the linear correlation. In this filter filter, the first

M coefficients of the time domain gradient estimate vector are correct.

L new samples are read per block, while the FFT is performed on B = M + L - 1 samples.

M - 1 input samples are used again in the new input sample vector. The weight vector is extended
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with L - 1 zeroes because the filter length is smaller than the frequency domain input vector.

The same holds for the vector with residual samples which is extended by M - 1 zeroes. The

correlation of the residual signal vector with the input signal vector produces a gradient estimate

of B coefficients, of which M samples correspond to the linear correlation. The other coefficients

should be zero in order to calculate L correct output samples, so the last L - 1 coefficients are

replaced by zeroes. This is called window function or gradient constraint. If no gradient constraint

is applied, the output samples are calculated as a circular convolution of two vectors of length B,

where the extra L - 1 coefficients cause an error in the calculation of the output samples. This

effect is called the wrap-around effect.

The gradient constraint is performed by transforming the gradient estimate into the time domain,

replace the last L - 1 coefficients by zeroes, and then transform back to the frequency domain.

:Y[kL]

F W[kL]

B

*k=====~

overlap ~::::f:=~
M-I I

'------,-T-----'

B=M+L-I

L: number of samples read per block r[k- &.- 0,,+ I]
B: maximum number of poinlJi used for FFf/lFFf
M: number of weights
0:: adaptation constant

LlL : time to read one block of input samples
0,,: process delay

x[k]

2l!
L

Figure 2.2: BFDAF with the overlap-save method.

In Figure 2.2, the BFDAF with the overlap-save method is shown (see Appendix C for the sym

bols). Here, 6.L = TsL is the time it takes to read L new input samples (with Ts the sample

period). The time it takes to calculate the output samples is modelled by 8p , the processing de

lay. 8p has to be equal to or smaller than 6.L because the calculation of the output samples must

be finished before a new block of input samples can be processed. For simplicity reasons, 0p is

chosen to be equal to 6.L, so the available calculation time is the maximum calculation time. The

filter length is M and the FFTIIFFf's are of length B.

A mirror operation J places the newly calculated gradient coefficients in the correct order to up

date the weights. This is necessary because the first gradient samples, corresponding to the linear

correlation, must be used for the update of the last coefficients of w[kL]. A second mirror oper-
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ation is placed after the weight update. If not, a correlation takes place instead of a convolution

to calculate the output samples, due to the order of w[kL] and !.[kL]. From now on, these mirror

operations are omitted and the weight coefficients are in reversed order.

Despite the fact that in frequency domain the convolution and the correlation are performed ef

ficiently, the FFf and IFFf use a relative large proportion of the total calculation time (see Ap

pendix B, Table B.2 and Table B.3). The BFDAF in Figure 2.2 uses five FFf. When calculation

time is valuable or if a low FMSE is not a priority, the gradient constraint can be omitted at a cost

of 3 dB increase in error [13, 21,22] (ifhalfthe input vector consists of overlap samples). With the

unconstraint BFDAF, B coefficients are updated. The performance however, is that of a filter with

M coefficients. This is caused by the wrap-around error of the circular correlation that prohibits

the filter to perform as a higher order filter [13, 22]. This filter is called the unconstraint BFDAF

and uses only three FFf's.

Mathematical description ofBFDAF When no block filtering is used, the update of the weights

is given by:

where ~wM[k] is the update vector of the weights.

With block filtering, the gradient estimates over L samples are averaged. The update of the n-th

coefficient is the cross-correlation of the input signal with the residual signal:

2a L-I

(~wM)n[kL]= -a (\1BLMS) [kL] = - Lr[kL - i]x[kL - i - n], (2.9)
n L i=O

with n = 0, ... , M - 1. During one block, the adaptive weights are fixed. Therefor the weight

coefficients in the residual signal r[kL - i] (with i = 0, ... , L - 1) are constant. The update

vector for the whole block is:

(2.10)

with !.M the (M xl) vector of input samples. L of these vectors are multiplied with the vector of

residual samples. The time domain input vector after overlap consists of B samples: L new input

samples and M - 1 overlap samples:

!.B[kL] = (x[kL - L - M + 2], ... , x[kL - L], x[kL - L + l], ... , x[kL - 1], x[kL]/.

In the frequency domain Eq. 2.10 becomes (see [22, 23]):

~W[kL] = FB ( 1M ) JM~w[kL] = 2a GX*[kL]R[kL],
0L-IxL L
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where

11

X*[kL] diag{Fs:!.[kL]}

R[kL] FB ( OMt
L

) [L[kL]

G - F F- 1 - F (1M OMXL-l) F- 1
- Bg B - B B '

OL-lxM OL-lxL-1

and FB is the (B x B) Fourier matrix with elements (FB) p.q = e- j2rrqp/B and p, q are the indices

defined on 0, 1, ... , B-1.

The LMS update algorithm is given as:

with

W[(k + l)L] = W[kL] + 2: GX*[kL]R[kL], (2.11)

W[kL] = FB ( 1M ) JMw[kL].
OL-lxL

After a correlation, the first B - L + 1 = M samples correspond to the linear correlation. With
g, the last L - 1 coefficients of the time domain weight vector are replaced with zeroes to avoid

wrap-around error in the output signal. This is better done in the time domain because in the
frequency domain, the window function would be calculated as a convolution which demands

more calculations. The constraint filter needs an extra FFf and lFFf.

In case of the unconstraint BFDAF, the LMS update algorithm becomes:

W[(k + l)L] = W[kL] +~ X*[kL]R[kL].

The output samples can be calculated as:

Y[kL] = last L coefficients of X[kL]W[kL].

This multiplication in frequency domain is a convolution in time domain, however the order of
the elements of the weights and the input samples leads to a correlation. That's why the order
of the weights needs to be inverted. This leads in Figure 2.2 to an inversion after the update of
the weights. The weight vector updates that are calculated with the correlation, are in reversed
order and also need an inversion. By leaving out the inversions, the weight vector is inverted (see
Eq.2.12).
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Optimum solution The optimum solution of the BFDAF [13, 22] is

where

R x •c = E{x(!l [kL]xdkL]}

Rex c = E{XcH[kLkdkL]},

and Xc[kL] (dimension (L x L)) is the left down sub-matrix of the (B x B) circulant matrix

X~[kL], defined as

(

x[kL - L:- M + 2]

x~[kL] = .
x[kL - 1]

x[kL]

x[kL] x[kL - 11

x[kL - 2]

x[kL - 1]

x[kL - L - M + 2]

x[kL - L - M + 3]

x[kL - L;- M + 3] ) .

x[kL]

x[kL - L - M + 2]

The optimum solution for the unconstraint filter is

where

R x •u - E{x:[kL]Xu[kL])

& •., _ E {X!'[kLI (OM~:XL ) !:.L[kLI} ,

and Xu[kL] (dimension (L x B)) the lower part of X~[kL].

Convergence of the BFDAF To insure convergence, the adaptation constant must satisfy (see
[22, 13]),

L L
O<a< =,

Total input power trace(R)

and the relationship between the step size and the FMSE is

- amAavg
J~---"

L

with Aavg = ~ l:;:l Ai, and m the order ofthe autocorrelation matrix Rx •c . For stationary signals,

Aavg is the same for both the constraint and unconstraint BFDAF because the autocorrelation

matrices have the same coefficients on the diagonal. The traces of the matrices are:

trace {Rx •u }

trace{Rx.cl
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where the first element is calculated as:

(R ) - (R) = E{x2[kL - M + 1] + ... + x2 [kL - 1] + x2 [kL]}X,u 1,1 - X,c 1,1

- MpAO] = Mo},

and the order of Rx,u is B, and the order of Rx,c is M. This leads to

B
trace{Rx,u} = Mtrace{Rx,c},

13

With the same FMSE, the step size range of the unconstraint BFDAF is approximately ~ of

that of the constraint BFDAF. When L = ~, the step size range of the unconstraint filter is

approximately half the step size range of the unconstraint BFDAF (3 dB increase in error) and

trace{Rx,u} = 2· trace{Rx,c}.

2.3.4 The filtered-x algorithm

Figure 2.3 (a) shows the set-up for the single point noise cancellation. Wx filters the input signal

in such a way that the sound pressure at the microphone is minimal.

The primary acoustic impulse response is modelled by W p and the secondary acoustic impulse

response by W f as depicted in Figure 2,3 (b). Compared to Figure 2.1, the main difference with the

normal LMS update is the acoustic path between the secondary sound source and the microphone.

The residual signal is not directly available to update the filter weights. The filtered-x algorithm
[26] is a solution to this problem.

When it is assumed that the adaptation takes place at a very low time-scale, the system is approxi
mately time invariant and linear. This means, that W x and W f are interchangeable (Figure 2.3 (c»

so that the update can take place with the filtered input signal. The filtering of the input signal is

done with an estimation wj of W f' The estimation of W f and W x cannot take place at the same

time because the primary and secondary source signals are correlated.

In Figure 2.3 (d), the complete filtered-x noise cancellation is shown. When the LMS algorithm is

applied, the cost function J[k] can be calculated as:

J[k] = E{r2 [k]),

with

r[k] = :!.~[k]wp + w~[k]4M[k] + s[k] = e[k] + w~[k]4M[k] + s[k],

where s[k] is external noise and the filtered-x signal vector 4 M[k] is defined as:

A-I

4M[k] = L wji:!.M[k - i],
;=0

(2.12)
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s[k]

x[k] 1'1 I
---=---=-,-------i ~ p~~:;l r[k]

~
secondary

source

(A) Single point noise cancellation

x[k]

(B) Modelling

x[k]

(C) Updating the filter weights

x[k]

(D) Filtered-x

r[k]

Figure 2.3: Modelling filtered-x algorithm for single point noise cancellation.
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where W f is the (A x 1) vector of the impulse response of the secondary acoustic path. The

gradient of J[k] with respect to W x is:

dE{r 2 [k]}
V FXLMS = dw [k] = 2E{4M [k]r[k]}.

-x

The LMS filtered-x update algorithm is:

(2.13)

Eq. 2.13 differs from Eq. 2.7 because the microphone adds the signals while the normal LMS

algorithm subtracts the output signal from the desired signal. This results in a positive gradient

and a minus sign in Eq. 2.13. The calculation of the gradient estimate is done with the filtered

version of the input signal. This is why the acoustic impulse response has to be estimated in

advance. The actual update algorithm is:

where

A-I

4'M[k] = L Wf;:!.M[k - i].
i=O

(2.14)

Optimum solution Like in Section 2.3.2, the Wiener solution can be derived by making V[k]

equal to zero. The cost function J[k] is (s[k] is uncorrelated with x[k], E{x[k]) = E{s[k]} = 0

and wf = wf):

J[k] = E{r2 [k]} = E{(e[k] +4:W[k]wAk] + s[k])(e[k] + w~[k]4M[k] + s[k])}

- a; +~dlQ.x[k] + w~[k]Bed + w~[k]RdWAk] + a},

where

~ E{4M[k]4:W [k]}

Bed = E{e[k]4M[k]}.

~ is the (M x M) autocorrelation matrix of the filtered input signal and Bed is the (M x 1)

correlation vector of the filtered input signal with the desired signal.

The optimum weight vector is:

Jll..oPI = - Ri I Bed'

The minimum cost function is UQx = ~PI):

J - 2 R1 R-IR + 2min - ae - =ed d =ed as .
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Convergence of the filtered-x LMS algorithm In comparison to the LMS algorithm, the filtered

x LMS algorithm uses the estimated secondary impulse response (wI) in order to calculate the

filtered-x signal. When wI = wf' the convergence is equal to the convergence of the LMS

algorithm.

The convergence of the filtered-x algorithm depends not only on a but also on the difference

between wI and W f' called the modelling error [15,20,24]. With a modelling error, the autocor

relation matrix becomes a cross-correlation matrix of the estimated filtered-x signal and the ideal

filtered-x signal. This results in a change in eigenvalues. If the eigenvalues are rewritten as:

the system becomes instable when e is greater than ±90° or when Ai = 0 while ~,. # O.
"1 l 0Pl

2.3.5 BFDAF with the filtered-x algorithm

When the filtered-x algorithm is implemented, the calculation of the gradient estimate is a corre

lation of the residual signal with the filtered-x signal. In frequency domain, the filtered-x signal

is the element-wise multiplication of the input signal with the estimated secondary acoustic path.

The update of the filtered-x LMS algorithm can be derived similar to Eq. 2.11:

W[(k + I)L] = W[kL] - ~GD'*[kL]R[kL],

with

and

4~[kL] = (d'[kL - L - M + 2], ... , d'[kL - 1], d'[kL])t.

W[kL], R[kL] and G are defined as in Eq. 2.12.

D'*[kL] is the convolution of the input signal with WI' WI is of length A so B - A + 1 samples

correspond to the linear convolution. When the number of input samples remains the same as

with the BFDAF without filtered-x (M + L - 1), an overlap of A-I samples of filtered-x signal

samples is required to calculate M correct gradient estimate samples (Q'*[kL] is of length B).

Figure 2.4 shows an implementation of the filtered-x algorithm (see Figure 2.3 (d)), applied to a

system which minimizes the sound pressure on the microphone. Like in Figure 2.2, some delays

are added. The signal to the secondary source has a delay of Dp + !1L. For a correct adaptation, the

signal to the primary source has to have the same delay as the secondary source. The correlation

of the filtered-x signal with the residual signal has to be performed within the same block and

therefor the filtered-x signal needs also a delay of Dp + !1L. This calculated gradient estimate has
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the same delay as the residual signal and filtered-x signal. This delay in the update of the weight

vector can be reduced by t:J..L when the gradient update is calculated before the computation of

the output samples (in a normal filter, the gradient estimate is used for the next calculation). The

remaining delay for the gradient update is 8p .
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~L

X[kL]

+1]

Q
(B2-M)

M FB2

2a.
L r[k- &-&,+1]

Bl=L+A-l
B2=L+M-l

L: number of samples read per block
B: maximum number of points used for FFfIIFFf
A: length ofWf'
M: number of weights
Ct: adaptation constant

~L : time to read block of input samples
&,: process delay

Figure 2.4: BFDAF with Filtered-x and two FFT sizes.



Chapter 3

Properties and performance of the
BFDAF

3.1 Introduction

With the BFDAF displayed in Figure 2.2, the secondary acoustic paths are estimated. The com

putational complexity and the memory occupation of this filter can be calculated. The influence

of the adaptation constant, the FFT length and the number of new input samples read per block on

the performance of the filter are measured. Also the influence of the gradient constraint and the

modelling of the delay in the secondary path are measured and discussed.

3.1.1 Measurement setup

The BFDAF is used for the estimation of the acoustic paths. By measuring the residual signal, the

convergence rate and the FMSE of the BFDAF can be determined. The setup for these measure

ments are displayed in Figure 3.1.

The BFDAF is implemented and tested on the LDA-bus (see Appendix A for the list of used

equipment) with the hardware described in Appendix B. To measure the influence of the AD and

DA converters, the frequency response is measured of the AD and DA converter which are directly

connected, as shown in Figure 3.2. The sample frequency is 16 kHz and the 3 dB attenuation pc int
is reached at a frequency of 15 kHz.

If not stated otherwise, the measurements are conducted in an anechoic room. All measurements

are conducted with white noise as input signal.

The adaptation constant a as described in Chapter 2 is not the same as the adaptation constant

of the implemented filters because the input samples are scaled down by a factor B (FFT length)

during the calculation of X[kL]. This adaptation constant is therefor referred to as a'.

The Mean Square Error (MSE) is defined as:

19
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e[k]

1

1
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Figure 3.1: Set-up for acoustic path estimation.
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Figure 3.2: Frequency spectrum when the DA and AD converters are directly con

nected.
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The Final MSE is the MSE after adaptation.

3.1.2 Computational complexity

21

The computational complexity of the filters is approximated by counting the number of multi

plications. In the next paragraphs, the computational complexity is discussed for the different

operations within a BFDAF [7].

The number of points used for the FFfIIFFf routines is denoted as B and the number of new input

samples that are read per block is L.

Element-wise multiplication The used FFfIIFFf routines make use of the symmetry of the
frequency spectrum, a property of real signals. This means that only one half of the FFf has to be

calculated. The real signal vector of B samples is in the frequency domain a vector with two real
values (the first and centre samples of the Fourier transform are real) and! - 1 complex samples.

The element-wise multiplication of two vectors in frequency domain requires two real multipli

cations and ! - 1 complex multiplications. The complex multiplication is realized with four

multiplications. The total number of multiplications needed for an element-wise multiplication is:

Multiplication by a scalar When a frequency domain vector is multiplied by a real scalar, B real

multiplications are needed and the computational complexity is <P fO = B. The multiplication of

a time domain vector requires the same number of multiplications as the number of samples. The

computational complexity of the multiplication of the residual signal with a scalar is <PtO = L.

Conjugation In BFDAF's, the correlation of the input signal with the residual signal is a con

volution of the residual signal with the conjugated input vector (or filtered-x signal). Instead

of calculating the conjugated vector, the additions and subtractions with complex values can be

changed so that the convoluton becomes a correlation. This means, that the conjugation of a
vector takes no extra multiplications.

FFTIIFFT routines The FFfIIFFf routines use the Bergland algorithm (radix-2 decimation in

time). The computational complexity derived for this algorithm is [7]:

2 B
\11FFT = B· log "8 + 4,

with B a power of 2.
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3.1.3 Memory occupation

The data memory used by the filter uses can be split into different parts. These parts are considered

in the following paragraphs. The memory occupation depends on the number of points that are
used in the FFT/IFFT routines, denoted as B which is a power of two.

Time domain input/output buffer The output buffer and input buffer without time delay use B

memory locations. After L samples are read, the input samples are copied into a frequency domain
buffer to be transformed into the frequency domain. The calculated output samples are copied into
the output buffer. Since the number of output samples is smaller than!, a rotational output buffer
with a length of B is sufficient.

Time domain input buffer with delay When the input samples need to be delayed, the total
number of occupied memory locations is B + D.., where D.. is the desired delay.

Frequency domain buffer The FFT/IFFT routines use the same memory locations that are oc
cupied by the time domain vector. After the transformation, the new vector occupies the same

memory space (B memory locations).

Time domain error buffer After reading L new input samples, only L error samples are re

quired. The other coefficients are zero. The occupied memory space is therefor (L memory
locations).

Overlap filtered-x signal in frequency domain The overlap ofthe filtered-x signal requires 2B

memory locations (two frequency domain buffers). The buffers are needed to realise the delay of
2D..L.

Overlap filtered-x signal with delay in time domain When modelling the delay in the sec

ondary acoustic path (D..ac,f), an extra delay is necessary. This is a time domain buffer that requires

B + D..ac,f memory locations.

FFTIIFFT routines The FFTIIFFT routines use a frequency/time domain buffer which occupies
B memory locations and a twiddle coefficients table. The twiddle coefficients occupy ! memory
locations.

3.2 Performance of the BFDAF

In the previous chapter, the BFDAF is explained (see Subsection 2.3.3). The characteristics of
this filter with and without gradient constraint are stated in Table 4.2. In the next section, a number
of measurements show the behavior of the BFDAF during adaptation.
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3.2.1 Results of experiments

The measurements in this section are conducted while estimating the secondary acoustic path

depicted in Figure 3.3.

1312 12.511.510 10.5 11
~ time (msec)

i::r J .--:-...----......;.-----.-..-.~~-~-~~~--~
E -0.2t ~~.~..
i -0.4 I I

8 85 9 95

Figure 3.3: Impulse response ofa secondary acoustic path.

Influence of a' The adaptation constant has a significant influence on the convergence rate. In

Figure 3.4, the influence of a' on the convergence rate is shown (unconstraint filter).

a' is smaller than a because of the scaling of the frequency domain vector. A large a' can com

pensate this problem but when the multiplication factor is too large, the absolute value of some

frequency domain values becomes one. This leads to a slower adaptation and a possible instability.

In Figure 3.4 the convergence rate increases when a' increases, but when a' is 32 or higher, the

maximum sample value in the DSP limits the performance of the filter. Changing a' had no visible

effect on the FMSE during this measurement.

1:«'=0,5
2:11'="

..~:a·,:,2.
4:0'=4

,.,
,

-<l50-1.-----L--...L,0----'-15----'20~--2'-5-~30

-+ time(MC)

Figure 3.4: Influence ofa' on the MSE during adaptation.

Influence of decreasing L When op < !1L, the DSP has to wait until all samples are read. This

extra time can be used to increase the number of weight coefficients by decreasing the number
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of input samples L. The program then requires less time to read the input samples and the filter

length is increased (B = L + M - 1, where B is constant). L can be chosen in such a way that

op is close to /::i.L. In Figure 3.5, the positive effect of decreasing L on the FMSE is shown. The

FMSE does not increase due to the increase of M because the filter is unconstraint.

-35

~s .

-60 ' .

-6S

I B=2~dlJ1lIY==25e

-70 '. , ,I. ! ,

15 20
-+ time (sec)

,
2S 30 35

Figure 3.5: Influence of L on the MSE during adaptation.

Influence of B The influence of B is shown in Figure 3.6 (unconstraint). When B increases and

L = ~, the convergence rate decreases and the FMSE decreases because the adaptation constant

of the BFDAF is divided by L (see Eq. 2.11.
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Figure 3.6: Influence of B on the MSE during adaptation.

Influence of modelling the secondary path delay Figure 3.3 shows, that a delay in the sec

ondary acoustic path is present as a number of zeros in front of the actual impulse response. By

adding a delay /::i. ac to the input signal, the acoustic delay can be modelled as shown in Figure 3.7.
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This virtually increases the number of weight coefficients (the actual number of weight coefficients

remains the same).

r-------
I

I I

I i
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I IL _

r[k] ~ + e[k]

Figure 3.7: Modelling of the acoustic delay for the BFDAF.

An estimate of the number of samples to model the acoustic delay can be calculated as [24]:

A _ Lacfs
Llac - ,

C
(3.1)

with c the speed of sound in air (approximate 343 m/s), Lac the distance between the loudspeaker

and the microphone, fs the sample frequency, and ti.ac the acoustic delay (in number of samples).

Modelling the acoustic delay virtually extends the weight vector by ti.ac samples. This is shown

in Figure 3.8 (unconstraint). When the Digital Speaker System (DSS) of Philips is used (DSC950

controller with DSS930 or DSS940 loudspeakers), the extra delay caused by the DSP's in the

system can be seen as an extra acoustic delay and be modelled accordingly. The same holds for

the delays of the AD/DA converters used by the filters. In Figure 3.3, the total delay time is

8.2 msec with about 3.0 msec acoustic delay. In this measurement, the delay is 50% of the weight
coefficients M.

Influence of the gradient constraint In Figure 3.9, the adaptation of the constraint and uncon

straint filters are shown. Unexpected to see is the better performance of the unconstraint filter,
even for large filter lengths.

The influence of the gradient constraint is somewhat contradictive in comparison to [13]. Here

it is said that the order of the filter does not increase when the gradient constraint is left out (see
Section 2.3.3).

The difference between theory and measurements is probably caused by the shape of the impulse

response or the length of the impulse response. The amplitude decreases in time, so that the

weight coefficients that cause the wrap-around error are small compared to the rest of the impulse

response. Also of influence is the length of the impulse response. When the impulse response
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Figure 3.8: Influence of the modelling of !:i.ac,f on the MSE during adaptation.
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Figure 3.9: The influence of the gradient constraint on the MSE during adaptation.
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is too large to fit the constraint weight vector, the unconstraint filter perfonns significantly better.

This still does not explain the better perfonnance of the unconstraint filter when B = 1024.

The next measurements of the impulse responses are performed to see what happens when the

impulse response is too large to fit the M weight coefficients. As a reference, the impulse response

as shown in Figure 3.10 (a) is measured with a large filter length (constraint filter with B = 2048

and L = ~). The same impulse response is estimated with and without gradient constraint for

B = 128 and L = ~. The impulse responses are depicted in respectively Figure 3.10 (b) and

Figure 3.10 (c) (measured in a listening room with the Philips headphone).

The unconstraint filter is able to estimate more than the defined M coefficients. This can be ex

plained by looking at the way the coefficients are calculated. The time domain gradient estimate

is calculated with Eq. 2.10. When the wrap-around effect, caused by the frequency domain corre

lation, is taken into account, Eq. 2.10 becomes:

with i B the (B x B) mirror matrix

1

o 1

iB =

1 0

1

Each gradient coefficient is a sum of L multiplications. (6w)o up to (6W)M are correctly cal

culated. The gradient coefficients (6W)i with i > M contain i - M multiplications with wrong

input samples, the wrap-around samples. (6W)M+l for example, has one multiplication with a

wrap-around input sample: the correct multiplication x[kL - L - M + I]r[kL - L + 1] becomes

x[kL]r[kL - L + 1]. When i is close to M, the weights are updated with a value that is close to

the proper value of the gradient estimate because of the summation of the L multiplications (when

B is large enough). This explains the ability to estimate an impulse response larger than M.

Another aspect is the time difference between the the wrap-around input samples and the correct

input sample. The wrap-around samples are L + M - 1 = B samples ahead of the corree t input

sample. This causes the weight coefficients nearby (w) B to adapt to the non causal part of the

impulse response. Figure 3.10 (d) shows an estimated impulse response where the input signal to

the filter is deliberately delayed in such a way that the filter output is delayed in comparison to the

loudspeaker output. The non-causal part is indeed estimated but causes a large wrap-around error

for a small number of output samples. This can be displayed on an oscilloscope where the wrap

around error causes peaks in the residual signal. Under the same circumstances, the constraint

filter has a large error for all the output samples (the residual displayed on an oscilloscope showed
no peaks).

In Section 5.4.2 a method is proposed to decrease the wrap-around error after the adaptation pro

cess. This can be applied on all unconstraint filters.
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(a) Filter with gradient constraint (B = 2048).
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(b) Filter with gradient constraint (B = 128).
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(c) Filter without gradient constraint (B = 128).
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(d) Non causal impulse response (B = 128).

Figure 3.10: Estimations of the impulse responses ofa secondary acoustic path.
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3.2.2 Conclusions

29

There are several ways to influence the performance of the filter. Increasing a' to a maximum

of 16 has a positive effect on the convergence rate. Decreasing L leads to a more efficient use

of calculation time and a faster adaptation. Also the FMSE decreases because the weight vector
becomes larger. Modelling the delay in the secondary acoustic path virtually increases the number

of weight coefficients which also leads to less FMSE. Increasing B also leads to less FMSE but

significantly slows down the adaptation of the filters. Leaving out the gradient constraint has a

positive effect on the FMSE which is caused by the shape of the impulse response or because the

weight vector is too small.



Chapter 4

Properties and performance of the
filtered-x implementations

4.1 Introduction

Different implementations of BFDAF with filtered-x algorithm can be used for the generation

of phantom sound sources. The gradient constraint may be omitted to reduce the calculation

complexity. It is also possible to model the acoustic delays to use the filter length more efficiently.

Several implementations of the filtered-x algorithm are possible. One of the implementations is

the filtered-x BFDAF discussed in Chapter 2. In this chapter, this and other filtered-x BFDAF's

are discussed and compared in order to select the filter that fits the demands for a certain applica

tion. The convergence rate, the FMSE, the computational complexity and memory occupation are

calculated and measured to compare the performance of the filters.

4.1.1 Measurement setup

The properties of the BFDAF with filtered-x algorithm are measured on a single point cancellation

system. In Figure 4.1, the setup for this system is depicted.

First the secondary acoustic path is estimated by a BFDAF. Then the BFDAF with filtered-x al

gorithm is used to minimize the sc und pressure at the microphone. The attenuation is measured

before and after the adaptation of the filter with a dynamic signal analyser. These measurements

show the performance of the filter for the frequency range which it operates on. The error signal is

measured (subsampled) to obtain the convergence rate and the FMSE. All the measurements are

carried out with white noise as input signal.

4.2 Filtered-x with overlap in the filtered-x signal

The BFDAF with filtered-x algorithm has an overlap in the filtered-x signal to calculate the B

filtered-x samples that are needed for the correlation with the residual signal (see Subsection 2.3.5).

30
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Figure 4.1: Set-up for single point cancellation.
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This filter will be referred to as the Block Frequency Domain Adaptive Filter with Filtered-X and

Overlap (BFDAF-FXO).

The BFDDAF-FXO, depicted in Figure 4.2, is a simplified version of the filter displayed in Fig

ure 2.4 because the frequency domain input vectors have the same length. The characteristics

(constraint and unconstraint) are displayed in Table 4.2.

x[k]

X[kL]

primary
source

I
Filtered-x I

:::::kif::: I
::::::::: I '-----,,--------'

I
~·: .. I

~I
wi I

~
L r[k- &- &,+ 1]

B-A+l

(A-I)

R[(k-l)L- Or]

Figure 4.2: Constraint BFDAF with filtered-x algorithm with an overlap in the

filtered-x signal.
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4.2.1 Mathematical description

The update fonnula of the BFDAF-FXO is (see also Section 2.3.5):

W[(k + I)L] = W[kL] - ~GD'*[kL]R[kL],

with

n'*[kL] = diag{FB4~[kL]}.

and

4~[kL] = (d'[kL - L - M + 2], ... , d'[kL - 1], d'[kL])I.

33

The gradient estimate is correctly calculated by overlapping the filtered-x samples so that 4'B [kL]

is of length B, with B = L + M - 1.

4.2.2 Results of experiments

The BFDAF with filtered-x algorithm adapts not only to the primary impulse response but also
to the inverse response of the secondary acoustic path to compensate the secondary path. The

filter has to be as large as possible to contain the weight coefficients because the inverse of the

secondary impulse response is difficult to adapt to.

Influence of a' Like in the previous section, the influence of the adaptation constant can be

investigated. Figure 4.3 shows the MSE for different values of a' with B = 1024 and B = 2048

while L = ~. The perfonnance improves a little when a' = 8.

Influence of L A decrease of L results in an increase of weight coefficients and leads thereby

to a better FMSE. In Figure 4.4 (measured in a listening room) shows the MSE during adaptation

when L is at its maximl·.m (L = ~) and at its minimum value (op < 0.93llL) for the constraint

and unconstraint filter. The minimum value of L is not the same for the constraint (448) and

unconstraint (320) filter because the constraint filter needs more calculation time to calculate the
gradient constraint.

The decrease of L leads to a faster adaptation and a decrease of the FMSE.

Influence of B The influence of B is shown in Figure 4.5 for the constraint and unconstraint

filter (L = ~). Like in Chapter 3, the FMSE decreases and the adaptation speed decreases.

The effect of the difference in FMSE on the power spectra of the residual signal from the micro

phone is shown in Figure 4.6. Here, the power spectrum of the residual signal after adaptation
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is shown for B = 512 and B = 2048. Also the power spectra of the background noise and the
primary sound source are displayed. The averaged attenuation of the primary sound source after

adaptation are stated in Table 4.1 (measured in the anechoic room). The averaged attenuation of

the frequency range from 1 to 15 kHz gives a better idea about the performance of the filter be

cause it depends on the background noise and the power spectrum of the AD and DA converters

(see Section 3.1.1).

Table 4.1: Average attenuation of the residual signal after adaptation (dB).

freq.: 0-16kHz freq.: I-15kHz
type B=512 B = 2048 B=512 B = 2048

unconstraint 28.6 34.5 29.9 37.1

constraint 28.0 34.0 29.2 36.1

Influence of modelling the delay between the primary and secondary sound sources As

described in the previous section, the modelling of delays is possible. A delay in the input signal

models the delay between the primary source and the secondary source signals.

The delay of the input samples is !:i.ac,p -l:i.ac,f = !:i.ac,p-j, where !:i.ac,p is the delay between
the primary source and the microphone. This delay is realised in the time domain input buffer.
Figure 4.7 shows a filter where all delays are modelled.

The number of samples used by the acoustic delay can be calculated according to Eq. 3.1:

A (Lac, p - Lac.!) fs
Ua~p-j = ,

C
(4.1)
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with Lac,p and Lac,f the distance between respectively the primary and secondary loudspeaker

to the microphone, The filter now has virtual /),.ac.p- f coefficients extra to estimate W x ' The
modelling of this delay has only a significant influence when the distance between the secondary

sound sources and primary sound source is relatively large (say 2 m or more, depending on the

filter length).

A measurement in a listening room is conducted to measure the difference in adaptation when the

delay is (partly) modelled. The primary sound source is a loudspeaker at a distance of 2.1 m.

The secondary sound source is the left loudspeaker of the Philips headphone. In Figure 4.8,

the estimated secondary (a) and primary (b) acoustic paths are depicted as well as the weight

coefficients (c) after adaptation. The time difference between the secondary and primary sound

sources is about 7.5 msec with about 6 msec of acoustic delay. At a sample frequency of 32 kHz, a

delay of 240 samples can be compensated which means that 240 coefficients are virtually attained.

This value is calculated with the delay between the primary and secondary sound source, but

Figure 4.8 (c) shows that there is a non causal part in front of the impulse response (marked with
an arrow).

In Figure 4.9 (measured in the listening room), the curves 2 and 3 show the difference in MSE

during adaptation with and without delay modelling. The delay modelling improves the FMSE
with about 4 dB, even though the non causal part of the impulse response in Figure 4.8 (c) causes

some wrap-around error (see also Figure 3.10 (d)).

The modelled delay of the estimated secondary impulse response can be integrated in the BFDAF

FXO. The delay in the secondary path is realised by delaying the filtered-x samples in the time

domain which are already available because of the overlap.

Influence of the gradient constraint Like the previous paragraph, the gradient constraint has

a negative influence on the FMSE. In Figure 4.9, the MSE of the constraint (curve 2) and uncon

straint (curve 1) filter are depicted. The difference in FMSE is about 3.5 dB. In the Section 5.4.2,

some measurements are conducted to improve the unconstraint filter. This method can also be
applied here.

4.2.3 Conclusions

Increasing a' up to 8 has a small positive effect on the FMSE. Decreasing L leads to less FMSE

and a faster adaptation. Increasing B leads to a slower adaptation and less FMSE. Modelling of

the delay between the primary and secondary sound source has a positive effect on the FMSE. The

unconstraint filter performs better than the constraint filter.

The delay in the secondary acoustic path can be modelled by delaying the time domain filtered-x
samples during the overlap procedure.
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4.3 Filtered-x without overlap in the filtered-x signal

The filter in the previous section uses an overlap to calculate enough filtered-x samples to calculate

M correct gradient estimate samples. In Figure 4.10, the BFDAF with filtered-x algorithm is

depicted when no overlap is used. This filter will be referred to as BFDAF-FX. The total number

of input samples (including the overlapped samples of the input signal) need to be B = M + L +
A - 2 to correctly update M weight coefficients. After calculation of the filtered-x signal, only

B - A + 1 samples correspond to the linear convolution. After cross-correlation with the error

signal, B - A - L + 2 good samples are left to update the weights. The overlap of the input signal

needs to be M + A - 2 (M = B - A - L + 2 so B = M + A + L - 2 and the overlap is B - L).

This method requires more overlap of input samples and larger FFTIIFFT's to calculate the same

number of weight coefficients, but it saves two FFTIIFFT's (used in the overlap of the filtered-x

signal). The characteristics of this filter are stated in Table 4.2.

4.3.1 Mathematical description

The update formula for the BFDAF-FX can be written as:

where

W[(k + l)L] = W[kL] - 2ZGR[kL]G;,X*[kL]W;, (4.2)

= F ( OA-lxA-l

B OM+L-lxA-l

R[kL] = diag{R[kL]).

OA-lxM+L-l

IM+L-l
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Figure 4.10: BFDAF with Filtered-x algorithm without overlap.
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The gradient estimate is correctly calculated when B = L + M + A - 2 and the filter uses the

gradient constraint.

After rewriting Eq. 4.2 it is possible to filterthe error signal [l0] (filtered-r) or the gradient estimate

(filtered-g) instead of the input signal.

Eq. 4.2 has a window Gd'. This windows has the same function as the window G. Gd' replaces the

incorrect filtered-x samples by zeroes. This is however not necessary because enough filtered-x

samples are available to calculate the gradient estimate. What remains is an element-wise multi

plication of wj, X*[kL] and R[kL], preceded by the gradient constraint. Eq. 4.2 becomes:

2a I

W[(k + I)L] = W[kL] - LGX*[kL] ® W j ® R[kL],

And the unconstraint formula is:

2a I

W[(k + I)L] = W[kL] - LX*[kL] ® W j ® R[kL].

Now it becomes clear, that the only difference between the filtered-x, -r and -g, implemented

without overlap in the filtered-x signal, is the place where the convolution with wj is performed.

The constraint BFDAF-FX is equal to the BFDAF-FXO except for the larger rFf size. However

the unconstraint BFDAF-FX uses a different calculation of the gradient estimate which depends

not only on L but also on A (B = L + M + A - 2).

4.3.2 Results of experiments

A difference with the filter in the previous section is the way the weights are calculated. The omis

sion of the overlap makes the modelling of the acoustic delay b.ac,J only possible for multiples of

L samples because the overlap must now take place in the frequency domain. The delay is then

realised by copying the frequency domain input buffer. The delay b.ac,p-f can still be realized,

because the delay is applied on the time domain input signal.

Measurements confirmed that the filtered-x, -r and -g algorithms without overlap in the filtered-x

signal are equal. The following measurements are therefore conducted with the BFDAF-FX.

Instead of calculating the number of weights according to B = L + M +A - 2, the filter is treated

as if B = L +M' - 1 with M' = A +M - 1. The number of correct calculated weight coefficients

is still defined as M = B - L - A + 2. The gradient constraint takes M' weight coefficients

and adds L - 1 zeros. This is allowed when the secondary impulse response is short or has a fast

decrease of amplitude so that the wrap-around error in the calculated gradient estimate is minimal.

Measurements showed that the filter performs well.

The unconstraint filter is equal to the BFDAF-FX as described before but the constraint filter

is different because the number of correct calculated weight coefficients M is smaller than the

number of gradient estimate coefficients used for update of the weights M'. This filter could be

referred to as the partly constraint BFDAF-FX.
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Influence of a' Changing a' has the same effect as for the BFDAF-FXO. Again, the increase of

a' up to 8 speeds up the adaptation process.

Influence of decreasing L Decreasing L leads to better performance of the filter. The adapta

tion speed is increased and the FMSE is decreased. In Figure 4.11 (measured in a listening room),

the MSE is depicted when L is at maximum and at minimum (8 p < 9.16.L) value. The mini

mum value of L is not the same for the constraint (320) and unconstraint (224) filter because the

constraint filter needs more calculation time to calculate the gradient constraint.
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Figure 4.11: Influence ofL on the MSE during adaptation.

Decreasing L is not exactly the same as for the BFDAF-FXO. When L is decreased, the number

of correct calculated weight components increases but depends on the length of the secondary

impulse response.

Influence of B The influenc e of B is the same as for the BFDAF-FXO.

Influence of modelling the delay between the primary and secondary sound sources With

the modelling of the delay between the primary and secondary signals, the performance can be

improved. Figure 4.12 shows the difference between no modelling (curve 2) and modelling a

delay of 150 samples (curve 3). The conditions are the same as for the delay modelling in the

previous section. The FMSE improved with more than 2 dB.

The delay modelling for the secondary acoustic path is only possible for a multiple of 6.L. This

may be a problem when the Philips digital system controller is used because of the delay that is

introduced by the system.
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Figure 4.12: MSE ofa constraint and unconstraint filter without delay modelling, and

an unconstraint filter with delay modelling.

Influence of the gradient constraint Using a constraint filter has the same effect as in the

previous section. In Figure 4.12, the difference in FMSE of the constraint filter (curve 1) and

unconstraint filter (curve 2) is about 6 dB.

The method proposed in Section 5.4.2 to increase the performance of the filter can also be applied

on this filter.

4.3.3 Conclusions

The influence of L, B, a', and the modelling of the delay between the primary and secondary sig

nals are the same as in the previous section. Also equal is the influence of the gradient constraint.

A limited delay modelling of the secondary acoustic path is possible. Only a delay which is a

multiple of D.L can be realised.

The constraint BFDAF-FX is in theory the same as the constraint BFDAF-FXO except for the

larger filter length. The unconstraint BFDAF-FX differs from the unconstraint BFDAF-FXO be

cause the number of correct calculated weight coefficients depends not only on L but also on
A.

The BFDAF-FX that is used for the measurements has a different gradient constraint. M' coef

ficients are used for the update of the weights while only M coefficients are calculated correctly.
Still, the filter performs well.

4.4 Filtered-x with two input vectors

This filter uses two input vectors which can have different lengths. One is used for the convolution

with the weights, and the other for the calculation of the filtered-x signal. L correct output samples
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are needed, so the FFf size needed for the convolution with the weight vector is B2 = M + L - 1.

The FFf size for the calculation of the filtered-x signal is Bl = L + A-I. After convolution with

Wj and an overlap of M - 1, a FFf size of B2 is used. This filter is depicted in Figure 2.4. The

characteristics of this filter are listed in Table 4.2.

When Bl = B2 this filter has the same performance as the filter described in Section 4.2. The

difference is one extra FFf. When Bl < B2, the FFf size of Bl has to be at least half of B2 to

compensate the extra FFf (when a radix-2 FFf routine is used).

Measurements with Bl = B2 are conducted and prove that the filter performs as the BFDAF-FXO.

No measurements are conducted with B1 =j:. B2, because when A is small, L is still about half the

FFf size. This makes A + L - 1 too large to use a smaller FFf size. When the FFf size can be

of any length, there could be an advantage compared to the filters without the extra input vector.

4.4.1 Conclusions

Having two input signals is not an advantage when a radix-2 FFf routine is used because one extra

FFf is needed. The computational complexity is reduced when Bl :s ~. The used radix-2 FFf

is not suitable for this filter.

4.5 Filtered-r with two input vectors

The filtered-r filter can also have two input vectors. One to calculate the gradient estimate with

B 1 = L + M + A - 2 and one to calculate the output samples with B2 = L + M - 1. B2 has

to be this size because all coefficients of the convolution between the residual signal and Wj are

needed. This filter is equal to the normal filtered-r filter when Bl = B2. If not, this filter, depicted

in Figure 4.13, is a constraint filter because the different FFf sizes are compensated with the

gradient estimate: After calculation of the B1 length gradient estimate, only B2 gradient estimate

coefficients are used for the update of the weight coefficients.

The characteristics of this filter are listed in Table 4.2.

When FFf routines are used that can transform all vector lengths (not only B = 2m ), the difference

between Bl and B2 is A-I. Only when A is large compared to B, there is a need for different

FFf sizes.

No measurements are performed with two different FFf sizes because the total calculation time

appeared to be too long.

Measurements with B1 = B2 proved that the filter performs like the normal filtered-r filter.

The two input vectors can also be implemented for the filtered-x or filtered-g filters (without over

lap in the filtered-x signal), because they are basically the same.
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4.5.1 Conclusions

This filter only differs from the constraint filtered-r filter when the FFf sizes are not equal. No

measurements are conducted because the total calculation time is too long. In order to use this
filter, the FFf routine has to be replaced by a routine that can transform all filter lengths.

The filtered-g and filtered-x filters can also be implemented with the two input vectors.

4.6 Characteristics of the filters

In Table 4.2 the characteristics of the filters are listed. It is assumed that W f = WI and that white
noise is applied as input signal.

4.7 Comparison of the filtered-x implementations

The previous sections described a number of implementations of the filtered-x algorithm. One

way to compare these filters is the computational complexity. In Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, the

computational complexities of the filters are displayed for A = 128 and A = 512 (see Table 4.2).

The filters with two FFf sizes are labelled BFDAF-FX2 and BFDAF-FR2.
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Figure 4.14: Computational complexity ofthe filters when A = 128.

The BFDAF-FXO is as expected independent of A. When M is larger than A, the BFDAF-FX has

the lowest computational complexity of the unconstraint filters and the BFDAF-FXO with to input

vectors has the lowest computational complexity of the constraint filters.

The BFDAF-FX and the filtered-r and filtered-g variants of this filter are equal. The filters with

two input buffers are not measured with different FFf sizes, so only the BFDAF-FX and the
BFDAF-FXO are compared.



Table 4.2: Characteristics of the different filters.

lOmax I Jappr IBIType

BFDAF
B=M+L-l L ctMAavg 5IltFFT+21lt0+IltQ 61 B + L + l1ac,f 5

constraint M2a; L L

BFDAF
B=M+L-l L ctBAavg 3IltFFT+21lt0+ IltQ

61 B + L + l1ac,f 3
unconstraint BMa; L L

filtered-x
constraint B=M+L-l L ctMAavg 7IltFFT+31lt0+IltQ 91 B + L + l1ac,f + l1ac,p- f 7M2 a; -L- L

overlap

filtered-x
unconstraint B=M+L-I L ctBAavg 5IltFFT+31lt0+IltQ 91 B + L + l1ac,f + l1ac,p- f 5

BMa; -L- L
overlap

filtered-x
constraint B=M+L+A-2 L ctMAavg 51ltFFT+31lt0+IltQ 91B + L + l1ac,p-f 5M2a; L L

filtered-x
unconstraint B=M+L+A-2 L ctBAavg 31lt FFT +3 1lt!l3! + IltQ 91 B + L + l1ac,p- f 3

BMa; L L

filtered-x
B1= A + L - 1

constraint L ctMAavg 21ltFFTI +6IltFFTI +1lt0! +21lt02 +IltQ
3B1 +71 B2+ L + l1ac,f + l1ac,p-f 8

B2 = M +L-l M2 a; L L

2 FFT sizes

filtered-r
B1 = M+A+L-2

constraint L ctMAavg 31ltFFTI +3IltFFTt +21lt0! +1lt02 +IltQ
61B1 + 4B2 + L + l1ac,p- f 6

B2 = M +L-l M2 a; -L- L

2 FFT sizes

Note: white noise is assumed as input signal.
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Figure 4.15: Computational complexity of the filters when A = 512.

The difference between the BFDAF-FXO and the BFDAF-FX is the way the gradient estimate is

calculated. The BFDAF-FXO has B correctly calculated filtered-x samples while the BFDAF-FX
has only B - A + 1 correct samples. After correlation with the error signal, the weight coefficients

are updated with respectively M = B - L + 1 and M = B - A + 1 - L + 1 gradient estimate
coefficients. The BFDAF-FXO has more correctly updated weight coefficients. In Figure 4.16

the MSE during adaptation is shown for the two filters, with and without gradient constraint. The

BFDAF-FXO converges faster than the BFDAF-FX, but the FMSE of both filters is equal.
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Figure 4.16: MSE during adaptation of the constraint and unconstraint filters, with

and without overlap in the filtered-x signal.

When A is small compared to M and the estimated impulse response has a decreasing amplitude,

the difference between the two filters becomes small.

In Figure 4.17, the difference between the filters is shown when the filter uses the maximum
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calculation time by decreasing L. Due to the extra FFf's used for the overlap, the BFDAF-FXO

performs worse because more time is needed for the overlap that cannot be used to decrease L.

Still the BFDAF-FXO converges faster, but the FMSE of the BFDAF-FX is smaller.
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Figure 4.17: MSE during adaptation of the filter with and without overlap in the

filtered-x signal and decreased L.

Another difference is the delay modelling of the secondary acoustic paths. With overlap, any delay

is possible. Without overlap, the filter can only delay the filtered-x signal by !:i.L. With the delay

modelling, the impulse response is better estimated. If this is not necessary, the a smaller FFf

length can be used to increase the adaptation speed. This is an advantage because the loudspeakers

and headphones produce loud noise which can be very unpleasant for the listener.

4.8 Conclusions

The BFDAF-FX and its filtered-r and -g variants are the same, constraint as well as unconstraint.

All filters performed better without the gradient constraint.

The acoustic delay and other possible delays in the primary or secondary path can be modelled.

The BFDAF-FXO allow the delay modelling ofthe secondary impulse response. The BFDAF-FX

can only model a multiple of !:i. L because the delay is realized in the frequency domain by saving

the frequency domain buffer. All the filtered-x filters can model the delay between the primary

and secondary sound signal.

The constraint BFDAF-FX is equal to the constraint BFDAF-FXO except for the different FFf

length. The unconstraint filters are different due to the overlap in the filtered-x signal of the

BFDAF-FXO. The BFDAF-FX that is used during the measurements used B = L + M' - 1 as if

it was an BFDAF-FXO, therefor only M = B - L - A +2 are calculated correctly. The constraint

filter uses more weight coefficients than the number of correct calculated weights coefficients and
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is therefor a partial constraint BFDAF-FX. The gradient constraint avoids the wrap-around error

in the output signal. This filter performed well despite the smaller number of correct calculated
weight coefficients compared to the BFDAF-FXO.

Methods to improve the performance of the filters are:

• increase a': faster update

• decrease L: faster update and a decrease ofthe FMSE

• increase B: a decrease of FMSE but also a decrease in adaptation speed

• delay modelling: a decrease of FMSE

• leave out the gradient constraint: a decrease of FMSE



Chapter 5

The generation of phantom sound
sources

5.1 Introduction

For a good perception of the position of a sound source, the Head Related Transfer Functions

(HRTF) are very important. As stated in [10], the frequency range from 4 kHz to 10 kHz contains

the information we use to distinguish the front, back, up and down positions of the source. If

microphones are used for measuring the sound pressure, this important information is distorted

because the shape of the head and ear canal are not properly modelled. By using a dummy head,
the HRTF's are modelled in such a way that the filters can produce the phantom sound source as

precisely as possible.

In the next two sections, the generation of phantom sound sources with two loudspeakers and with

a headphone is described.

5.2 Generation of phantom sound sources with two loudspeakers

In the previous chapter, the one point noise cancellation is described. When a phantom sound

source is realised, the sound pressure on both ears has to be the same as the sound pressure of the

primary source. This is done with two loudspeakers. According to Nelson et al. [18], a greater
number of loudspeakers is required than the number of microphones but in this application, only

two loudspeakers are used. This means, that no exact inverse of the secondary acoustic path can
be realized.

If the sound pressure is minimized at one microphone, extra sound pressure is produced at the

other microphone (cross-talk) while the sound pressure on both microphones has to be minimized.

An algorithm that can be used is the Multiple Error LMS (MELMS) algorithm.

51
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5.2.1 Multiple Error LMS algorithm

The MELMS algorithm with filtered-x algorithm [5,8,10,24] can be applied for the minimization

of the sound pressure on two microphones. This is depicted in Figure 5.1 for the left filter Wxl'

Figure 5.1: Multiple Error LMS applied for two point noise cancellation.

The cost function J[k] is defined as:

J[k] = E{arl[k] + br;[k]},

where r/[k] and rr[k] are the residual signals of the left and right microphone, defined as in Sub

section 2.3.4 Eq. 2.12 and a and b are used to balance the two error signals (error weighting) [10],

with b ~ a. The MELMS algorithm has to minimize the sum of the squared errors of the left and

right microphone. The error surface has a unique global minimum [8]. The gradient is calculated

as:

The MELMS update algorithms for the left and right filter are

wx,/[k + 1] - wx,/[k] - a(aft/[k]r/[k] + bftr[k]rr[kD

wx,r[k + 1] - wx,r[k] - a(aft/[k]r/[k] + bftr [k]rr [kD,

where ftJk] is defined as in Subsection 2.3.4, Eq. 2.14.

(5.1)

(5.2)

optimum solution The optimum solution can be found when the gradient is zero. The cost

function for the left filter is (s/[k] and sr[k] are uncorrelated with x[k] and E{x[k]) = E{s/[k]} =
E{sr[k]} = 0):
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where

O'~ + ~Idll wx.l[kl + w~.l[kl!!eldll + w~,I[klRa-1I wx,l + O'~+

O'~ + ~rdlr wx,l[kl + w~,I[klBerd'r + w~,I[klRdr wx,l + O's:'

and a = b = 1.

Rdll

Ra-Ir

Beida
R
~rdlr

E{4dkl4J1 [k]}

E{4tr [kl4Jr [k]}

= E{el[kl4u[k]}

= E{er [kl4tr [k]},

The optimum weight vector for the left filter is:

The minimum cost function is:

5.3 1\vo point noise cancellation

Figure 5.2 shows the set-up for the two point noise cancellation with the MELMS algorithm. The
update of each filter is a sum of the gradient estimates calculated with the residual signals from the

left and right microphone (see Eq. 5.2 and Eq. 5.l). Therefor it is necessary to estimate the four

secondary acoustic paths WIll' W Ilr' W Irl and W Irr' In order to prevent non-causality, the primary
loudspeaker has to be located further away from the microphones than the secondary loudspeakers.

The delay of the secondary sound signals can be modelled during the adaptation. This is only

possible in combination with a BFDAF-FXO. The modelling of the delay in the secondary acoustic

path results in better estimations of the secondary impulse responses. When it is possible to use

a shorter FFf length, the impulse responses can be estimated in less time. This is an advantage

because four acoustic paths have to be estimated, and the noise produced by the secondary sound

sources is very unpleasant for the listener.

5.3.1 Results of experiments

A number of measurements are conducted with two point noise cancellation. The first measure

ments show the results when the two microphones are placed 17 cm apart (about the distance
between the ears).

Figure 5.3 shows the power spectra of the left and right microphone signal before and after adap

tation. As a reference, the spectrum of the background noise is included in the figure.
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Figure 5.2: Set-up ofthe two point noise cancellation.
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Figure 5.3: Power spectra ofthe microphone signals before and after adaptation.

The areas in Figure 5.3 where the noise cancellation is poor may be caused by the geometric ar

rangement of the loudspeakers and the microphones as shown in Figure 5.4. The distance between

the peaks in the power spectrum is about 3.3 kHz. Also the first peak appears at 3.3 kHz. The

equal distance between the peaks suggest an interference problem. When the left loudspeaker can

cels the primary sound source at the left microphone, it causes extra sound pressure on the right

microphone. When the right microphone cancels this extra noise, the same effect appears on the

left microphone, cancelling the original cancellation of the primary sound source. This interac

tion between the two MELMS filters keeps on going until the filter coefficients that correspond

to the peaks, reach their maximum value. The first peak in the power spectrum is at 3.3 kHz.

The corresponding wavelength of this frequency is about 10 em. This is also twice the difference

between the lengths of the secondary loudspeakers to one microphone. To test this hypothesis, the

microphones are placed further apart, increasing the difference in length between the secondary

loudspeakers and one microphone and decreasing the distance between the peaks in the power

spectrum. The peaks appeared at the frequencies that where calculated before the measurements

took place.

When a dummy-head is placed between the microphones, the HRTF playa :ole during the adap

tation process. This should affect the interference between the two secondary loudspeakers. Fig

ure 5.5 shows the measured power spectra after adaptation with the dummy-head.

In Figure 5.6, the MSE during adaptation is depicted. Curve 1 is without dummy-head and curve

2 with dummy-head.

In order to hear the result of the adaptation, some listening tests are conducted. The measurements

in the anechoic room show, that after adaptation with the dummy-head the generated phantom

sound source is almost undistinguishable from the real primary loudspeaker. Even when the head

is slightly moved, the phantom sound source seemed to be at the correct position. This means that

the adaptation with microphones results in an area where the phantom source is perceived.
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Figure 5.6: Influence of the dummy-head on the MSE during adaptation.

The adaptation with an unconstraint filter appears to be unstable in the anechoic room as well as

in the listening room because of the large filter lengths which cause wrap-around error. This error

has more influence on the MELMS algorithm compared to the filtered-x algorithm used for the

one point noise cancellation.

The constraint filter can become unstable when the weight coefficients are at maximum or mini

mum value. To solve this problem, the volume of the primary sound source can is decreased.

The adaptation with the primary loudspeaker located left behind the microphones resulted in a

perception of a phantom sound source left in front of the listener.

Some measurements are conducted in a listening room. The acoustic impulse responses are long

due to the reflections in the room. The generated sound source is located between the secondary

and primary loudspeaker. A way to solve this problem may be the use of larger filter lengths.

5.3.2 Conclusions

In an anechoic room, it is well possible to generate a phantom sound source which is perceived at

the correct bcation with two point noise cancellation based on the MELMS algorithm. When the

phantom somd source is generated in a listening room, the sound source is perceived between the

secondary loudspeakers and the primary loudspeaker.

The unconstraint filters becomes instable for both the anechoic room and the listening room be

cause the length of the impulse responses is too long which causes wrap-around error.

5.4 Generation of phantom sound sources with a headphone

When a headphone is used for the generation of phantom sound sources, the secondary acoustic

paths are between the loudspeakers of the headphone and the microphones that are located in the
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ear canal. After the estimation of the secondary acoustic paths, the primary sound source is turned

on and the filter adapts to minimize the sound pressure on both microphones. After the adaptation,

the primary loudspeaker is turned off and the filters are frozen. The headphone now generates the

phantom sound source.

The generation of phantom sound sources with a headphone has some advantages compared to

the generation of phantom sound sources with loudspeakers. First, the impulse responses of the

secondary acoustic paths are short. The estimation is a lot faster because smaller FFf lengths

are needed. Second, the cross-talk between the loudspeakers of the headphone is neglectable.

Therefore, the MELMS algorithm is not necessary and the adaptation can take place with two in

dependent filtered-x filters, see Figure 5.7. Third, the distance between the secondary loudspeakers

and the primary loudspeaker is large. A delay of the input signal models the delay between the

primary and secondary sound signals, thereby decreasing the FMSE.

Figure 5.7: Generation ofphantom sound sources with a headphone.

5.4.1 Measurements

In figure 5.8, the impulse response (a) and the filter coefficients after adaptation (b) are depicted

for the right ear.

In Figure 5.9, the power spectra of the microphone signals before and after adaptation are shown.

The peak at 3.5 kHz j ~ probably caused by resonance in the ear canal of the dummy-head or by

cross-talk between the loudspeakers of the headphone. This has to be further investigated.

The MSE of the different filters and for the right and left ear is the same. In figure 5.10, the MSE

is shown when B = 1024 and B = 2048.

The adaptation speed can be increased by modelling the delay between the primary source and the
headphone.

Psycho-acoustic tests are conducted with the Philips headphone, to see what the differences are

between the generated phantom sound source and the real primary loudspeaker. The location of

the phantom sound source is correct for both the anechoic room as the listening room. There are

only some differences in perception between the phantom source and the primary source. The
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after adaptation.
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Figure 5.9: Power spectra ofthe microphone signals before and after adaptation.
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Figure 5.10: MSE during adaptation when B = 1024 and B = 2048.

low frequencies seems to be missing. This is caused by the limited frequency response of the

headphone and the filter that is used for the input signal (band pass 200 Hz up to 12.7 kHz). Also,

the perceived phantom sound source is modelled with the headphone on the head, which influences

the HRTF to the ears. As a result of that, the phantom sound source sounds like listening to the

primary loudspeaker with the headphone on the head. A solution would be the use of a more

open headphone, one that has less influence on the HRTF's. The Sony headphone is a more open

headphone because the loudspeakers are so small that they are placed at the entrance of the ear

canal. The perceived phantom sound source is even worse than the perceived phantom source

with the Philips headphone. The frequency response of the headphone shows a severe lack of low

frequencies.

A difference with the two point noise cancellation is the area where the phantom sound source

is correctly perceived. During adaptation, even the slightest movement, for example breathing,

causes an increase of the higher frequencies in the residual signal. This is probably caused by the

fact that the microphones are located inside the ear canal.

The psycho-acoustic tests also showed, that the perception of the primary loudspeaker also de

pends on movements of the head. A phantom sound source generated with a headphone stays in

place wile a real sound source perception is different.

A phenomenon that appeared while adapting with the unconstraint filters is the rattling sound that

appears during adaptation. This is caused by the wrap-around error. The total performance of the

unconstraint filter is better than the constraint filter, despite the wrap-around error. Solutions to

get rid of the wrap-around error are:

• Make the weight coefficients that cause the wrap-around error zero after the adaptation took
place,

• Increase the filter lengths.

The first solution could be used for all the constraint filters. To make the constraint filter, the
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gradient constraint is applied on the weight vector after adaptation. The second solution uses a
doubling of the filter length to overcome the wrap-around error. This method is discussed in the

next section.

5.4.2 Avoiding wrap-around error by doubling the FFT length

When the maximum length of an constraint adaptive filter is not sufficient, an unconstraint fil

ter may be used because more weight coefficients can be updated. This however, causes the

wrap-around error. One way to avoid this, is to double the filter length. The wrap-around error

disappears, but the estimation error of the filter is still present.

In the next two paragraphs, some measurements show the effect of the proposed method on the

MSE during adaptation.

Doubling the filter length of the BFDAF after adaptation The results of the estimations of the
impulse response in Figure 3.10 already posed the question if it is possible to use the estimation of

the unconstraint filter more effectively. If after the adaptation the filter length is doubled and zeroes

are padded to the weight vector, there is no wrap-around effect caused by the weight coefficients.

The error that remains is caused by the inaccuracy of the estimation. Figure 5.11 (measured in the

listening room) shows the FMSE of the proposed filter together with the MSE of the constraint

and unconstraint filters during adaptation. The proposed filter performs the best. This means that

with this measurement, the FMSE decreased after doubling the filter length. The FMSE of the

proposed filter is equal to the FMSE of a constraint filter with B = 256.
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Figure 5.11: MSE during adaptation, with and without gradient constraint and after

adaptation when the filter length is doubled.

Doubling the filter length of the BFDAF with filtered-x after adaptation The good results

of doubling the filter length in the previous paragraph suggests that the proposed method can

also be applied on the BFDAF with filtered-x. Figure 5.12 shows the MSE during adaptation
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of the constraint and unconstraint BFDAF-FXO and the FMSE of the unconstraint BFDAF-FXO

(with overlap in the filtered-x signal) after adaptation and doubling of the filter length. Again, the

proposed method results in a decrease of FMSE.
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Figure 5.12: MSE during adaptation, with and without gradient constraint and after

adaptation when the filter length is doubled.

When the unconstraint filter adapts, the rattling sound is generated by the increase of wrap-around

error. By doubling of the filter length, the wrap-around error disappears, and also the rattling sound

with it. This method can be used to improve the noise cancellation to speed up the adaptation by

choosing an unconstraint filter instead of a constraint filter or it can be used when large filter

lengths are required but there is not enough memory available. The number of memory locations

used is

and the computational complexity is

2'IJ~FT + Psi~<1>= _..:....:....:_--=
L'

The accents denotes the doubling of the FFf size.

5.4.3 Conclusions

The phantom sound source generated with the headphone succeeded in the anechoic room as well

as the listening room. The secondary paths can be estimated very fast (few seconds) compared to

the adaptation of the noise cancellation filter coefficients (up to 2 minutes for full adaptation). The

delay between the primary and secondary sound signals can be modelled as a delay in the input

signal which decreases the FMSE.
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The perception of the phantom sound source is distorted because of the influence of the head

phone on the HRTF's. Therefor the phantom sound source is perceived as listening to the primary

loudspeaker with a headphone on the head.

The wrap-around error that caused a rattling sound during adaptation can be removed by applying

the gradient constraint on the weight vector after adaptation, or by doubling the filter length. This

method decreases the FMSE.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

The comparison of the filters showed, that the constraint BFDAF-FXO is equal to the constraint

BFDAF-FX except for the filter length. The unconstraint filter differ because of the overlap in the

BFDAF-FXO.

The BFDAF-FX is used with a partial gradient constraint. This filter performed well despite the

fact that not all weight coefficients are updated correctly. The BFDAF-FX and the filtered-x and

-r variants proved to be equal

Two other filters are described which have two input vectors. Due to the radix-2 FFT routine, these

could not be tested properly because the filter length could only be chosen as a power of 2.

The performance of the BFDAF can be influenced by:

• increase a' : faster update

• decrease L: faster update and a decrease of FMSE

• increase B: a decrease of FMSE but a decrease in adaptation speed

• delay modelling: a decrease of FMSE

• leave out the gradient constraint: a decrease of FMSE

• doubling of the filter length after adaptation (only unconstraint filters)

Two applications of phantom sound source generation are tested. The phantom sound source

generation with a headphone and the phantom sound source generation with loudspeakers.

The phantom sound source generation with headphones performs well. A drawback is the use of

the headphone because of its influence on the HRTF's. Noise cancellation with an unconstraint

filter caused a rattling sound, originating from the wrap-around error. Solutions to this problem

are:

• Use the gradient constraint after adaptation,

• Double the filter length.

64
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The phantom sound source generation with two loudspeakers proved to be very difficult because of

the cross-talk between the two loudspeakers and the microphones. The best results are measured

with the dummy-head between the microphones. The unconstraint filters are unstable, probably

caused by the wrap-around error.



Chapter 7

Future research

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, some ideas are described that can be of interest for future research. Some improve

ments of the BFDAF and an adaptive way for cross-talk cancellation are discussed

7.2 Improvement of the filters

There are several ways to increase the performance of the filters described in this report. Each will

be discussed in the next sections.

7.2.1 Efficient window function

The gradient constraint as described in Section 2.3.3 is carried out in the time domain, at a cost

of two FFf's. The second half of the weight vector is forced to zero. In [22, pages 87-89],

the filtering is done by multiplying the time domain weight vector by a cosine function. This

is of special interest when the impulse response contains the largest components at the start of
the impulse resp0I'se. The cosine function is implemented in the frequency domain as a circular

convolution, where the function contains only three values. The computational complexity of this

window function is close to that of the unconstraint filter.

7.2.2 Partitioned BFDAF

When large filter lengths are used and a large process delay is acceptable, the Partitioned BFDAF

and the Decoupled Partitioned BFDAF can be applied. The filter then updates several (shorter)

weight vectors. An other way of decreasing the computational complexity is the use of the Non

Uniform Partitioned BFDAF. These methods are explained in [6, 7].

66
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7.2.3 Colored additive noise

The perfonnance of the filter decreases when noise is added to the residual signal, due to the error

in the gradient estimate. In [11], the perfonnance is improved by averaging a number of gradient

estimates. This filter however, has a slower adaptation rate.

7.2.4 Power normalization

The filters based on the LMS algorithm can be nonnalized to eliminate the dependency of the

residual signal to the variance of the input signal [4, 7, 21, 22, 25]. This can be applied on the

BFDAF with filtered-x algorithm.

7.3 Cross-talk cancellation

Sound, coming from two loudspeakers reaches both ears. When cross-talk cancellation is applied,

it seems like the left loudspeaker sounds only at the left ear and the right loudspeaker only at the
right ear.
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Figure 7.1: Set-up for cross-talk cancellation.

Figure 7.1 shows a set-up for the cross-talk cancellation. The filters W XII' W Xlr' W Xrl and W Xrr
filter the left and right signals in such a way that most of the left signal arrives at the left ear and
most of the right signal at the right ear.

The filters W XII' W Xlr' W Xrl and W Xrr can be calculated but as discussed in Chapter 2, an adaptive
approach is desirable.
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The set-up can be split into two similar parts, one for each channel. In case only the left input

channel is applied, the filters WXII and WX'r have to minimize the sound pressure at the right ear

and adapt in such a way that the sound pressure at the left microphone approximates the sound
pressure when only the left loudspeaker is turned on. The adaptation of the cross-talk cancellation

filters has some similarities with the two point noise cancellation. Instead of a primary source, the

left loudspeaker is used, and the filtered left signal is subtracted from the left microphone signal.

In Figure 7.2, the set-up for the adaptation of the filters W XII and W Xlr is shown. The filters W X
rr

and WXrl can be found in a similar way.

The set-up for the cross-talk cancellation allows a symmetric approach. If W fll = W frr and

W fir = W frl' the filters W XII and W Xlr can then be used for respectively W X rr and W Xrl'
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Figure 7.2: Set-up for the adaptation of two cross-talk cancellation filters.
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Appendix A

List of used equipment

• Four D/A converters (DAC20 and DAC22, with two converters each)

• Four AID converters (ADC08 and ADC09, with two converters each)

• Three XMOTcards (XMOT08, XMOT09 and XMOTlO, with two DSP56002 DSP's)

• One master clock card, 32 kHz sample frequency (TIC004)

Other equipment:

• PC, 486DX Dell OptiPlex 4100lLe (COS 6714-0063)

• PC, 386 Philips P3348 (ELI 6714-1771)

• 3562A Hewlett Packard Dynamic signal analyser (ELI 6201-0286)

• Two measuring amplifiers, Briiel & kjrer Type 2607 (ELI 5701-0741 and ELI)

• Krohn-Hite model 3323 filter (ELI 6301-1648)

• Two 900 series digital system controllers DSC950 (ELI 5510-1512 and ELI 5510-1507)

• One DSS 940/00B loudspeaker

• Two DSS 930/00B loudspeakers (ELI 5505-0680 and ELI 5505-0694)

• Two microphones, Briiel & kjrer Type 4192 (1784268 and 1784278)

• Two microphone preamplifiers, Briiel & kjrer Type 2669 (1865982 and 1865977)

• Dummy torso (ELI 5510-0501)

• Two headphones with microphones, Philips SBC3398 and Sony headphones with micro

phones.
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AppendixB

DSP-system hardware and software

This appendix discusses some general features of the used hardware and software. First the hard

ware is described. After that, the main set-up of the software is discussed.

B.l Hardware of the DSP-system

All the BFDAF's are implemented on the Laboratory Digital Audio Bus interface (LDA-bus). The

LDA-bus connects the hardware needed for the development of digital signal processing systems.

The following hardware is used to realize the BFDAF systems:

nco: The timing and control board,

XMOT: Card with two DSP56002 processors,

DAC: Card with a stereo digital to analog converter,

ADC: Card with a stereo analog to digital converter,

VUM: Stereo VU-meter.

The nco is set on a sampling frequency of 32 kHz.

Each XMOT card has two DSP's, memory for each processor (X:$OOOO-X:$7FFF) and dual ported

meIJ'ory. The dual ported memory is used to connect both DSP's (X:$8000 -X:$83FF), and to

conliect the DSP with the LDA-bus (X:$FFCO-X:$FFFF). Each card has its own time slots to

write to the LDA-bus. The oscillator frequency for the DSP's can by adjusted. The XMOT card

has a 1 MHz crystal. This frequency may be increased up to 100 MHz but the hardware is only

guaranteed to work on a oscillator frequency of up to 40 MHz.

The ADC card converts the analog values into 16 bits values. The sample frequency of the ADC

and DAC cards is determined by the sample frequency of the nco.
The software is programmed in assembly language. These programs can be down-loaded from the

PC to the DSP's with the program DSPCON (see [2] for more information about DSPCON 6.1

and the LDA hardware). This program is very useful for debugging the programs, and to control

variables during the execution of the program.
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B.2 Programming a DSP56000 processor

Programming the DSP56000 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) is similar to programming an ordi

nary processor, but there are some important differences. First of all, the processor uses two data

memory spaces, the X memory space and the Y memory space. Each memory location is 24 bits

wide. The L memory space is a combination of the X and Y memory and is 48 bits wide.

The address generation unit can address the X and Y memory at the same time, allowing parallel

moves. This saves computation time.

The registers RO tim R7 can be used for modulo addressing. When increasing the pointers, the

modifier registers MO tim M7 can be used to reset the pointer automatically to the base address in

order to make a rotational buffer. The pointers can be post-incremented or post-decremented by

one, or by a value stored in the offset registers NO tim N7. Pre-decrementing a pointer by one is

also possible.

In the processor, the calculations with the samples is done with fractions instead of integers: max:

$7FFFFF~ 1 and min: $800000=-1.

Before programming a DSP, the following tips may be handy:

• Beware of the different immediate short addressing methods [16, page 7.14],

• When the program exceeds the 512 program memory locations (P:$IFFF), the X-memory

X:$200 and further can be used as program memory,

• If data memory is used as program memory, the execution of instructions take more time,

• The interrupt 'IRQA' is not serviced during the execution of a 'REP' instruction, so avoid

'REP' instructions in combination with a large repetition number.

B.3 Software for the realization of a BFDAF on the DSP-system

The programs for the LDA-system are written in assembly language. The used macro assembler

(ASM56000) is able to work with include files and macro files. This makes the programs clearly
structured.

B.3.1 Macro files

Table B.l lists the macro files with their description.

The calculation time of these routines are measured for two situations, first when the routines are

executed from the program memory and second when the routines are executed from data memory.

With L = new input samples per block, and a B = 2L points FFTIIFFT the computation times of

the routines of the BFDAF program are measured and displayed in Table B.2 and Table B.3.

Table B.2 and Table B.3 show that when the length of the buffers is doubled, the calculation time
of the FFTIIFFT routines is multiplied by 2.2 and the calculation time of the other routines is
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Table B.l: Macro programs with description.

ADDBUF: Adds or subtracts two buffers,
CLRBUF: Clears X,Y or L-memory of a buffer,

COPYBUF: Copies one buffer to another,
COPYDPM: Copies a buffer into the Dual Ported Memory (DPM),

FFf: FFf routine,

IFFT: IFFT routine,
MULTIPC: Multiplies a buffer with a constant,

MULTIPL: Multiplies two buffers,
READDPM: Reads a buffer from the DPM,
ROUTINES: Contains routines that are best placed in the program memory.

SCALE: Scales a buffer with a factor of two,
START: Contains the routines to initialize the program.

Table B.2: Computation time in program memory of routines used in BFDAF pro

grams.

Routine: Duration [/lsec]:

B = 5]2 B = 1024 B = 2048

IFFT 680 1.50 msec 3.35 msec

FFf 630 1.37 msec 3.0 msec

SCALE (10 times) 361 721 1.4 msec

SCALE (5 times) 230 465 930

SCALE (1 time) 110 205 510

MULTIPL 92 U3 365

ADDBUF 92 183 365

READDPM 65 130 259

COPYDPM 65 130 259

MULTIPC (L-memory) 52 103 205

COPYBUF 52 103 205

CLRBUF (L-memory) 26 52 102

CLRBUF (X- or Y-memory) 13 26 52
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Table B.3: Computation time in data memory of routines used in BFDAF programs.

Routine: Duration [tLsec]:

B = 512 B = 1024 B = 2048

IFFI' 1.25 msec 2.75 msec 6.2 msec

FFI' 1.1 msec 2045 msec 5.4 msec

SCALE (10 times) 412 821 1.64 msec

SCALE (5 times) 280 560 1.12 msec

SCALE (1 time) 180 360 720

SMULTIPL 156 310 620

ADDBUF 142 285 560

READDPM 104 205 415

COPYDPM 104 205 415

MULTIPC 102 205 415

COPYBUF 78 156 310

CLRBUF (L-memory) 39 78 150

CLRBUF (X- or Y-memory) 26 52 102

doubled. When the routines are executed in the data memory, the computation time increases with

a factor. These factors are displayed in Table BA.

The routines that require a lot of computation time are best placed in the program memory. There

for the macro's FFI' and IFFT call the routines that are stored in the macro 'ROUTINES' and
perform the Fourier transform.

The maximum calculation time to calculate the output samples, is the time needed to read L input

samples and can be written as t sec, with fs the sample frequency.

B.3.2 BFDAF programs

The programs written to implement the different BFDAF's are listed in Table B.5.

When running the programs, the following variables can be changed:

• freeze, stop or start the adaptation,

• alpha, change the value of a',

• volume, change the volume of the reference signal (estimation) or primary loudspeaker
(filtered-x),

• window, choose between constraint and unconstraint filter,

• delay, change the input delay,
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Table B.4: Multiplication factor between program memory and data memory.
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Routine: I Factor: I

MULTIPC 2.0

CLRBUF (X- or Y-memory) 2.0

IFFT 1.85

FFT 1.8

MULTIPL 1.7

ADDBUF 1.55

COPYBUF 1.5

CLRBUF (L-memory) 1.5

READDPM 1.6

COPYDPM 1.6

SCALE (l time) 1.6

SCALE (5 times) 1.2

SCALE (10 times) 1.15

Table B.5: Assembler programs with description.

BFDAFXl:

BFDAFX2:

BFDAFX3:

BFDAFRl:

BFDAFR2:

BFDAFG2:

ERROR:

FXOLEFTO/l:

FXORGHTO/l:

FXLEFTOIl:

FXRIGHTO/l:

filtered-x without overlap in the filtered-x signal,

filtered-x with overlap in the filtered-x signal,

filtered-x with two input vectors,

BFDAF with filtered-r,

BFDAF with filtered-r and two input vectors,

BFDAF with filtered-g,

calculates the average of a number of residual samples

and saves them in the data memory,

two point noise cancellation with the MELMS algorithm

and filtered-x with overlap in the filtered-x signal,

two point noise cancellation with the MELMS algorithm

and filtered-x with overlap in the filtered-x signal,

two point noise cancellation with the MELMS algorithm

and filtered-x without overlap in the filtered-x signal,

two point noise cancellation with the MELMS algorithm

and filtered-x without overlap in the filtered-x signal.
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Figures
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mirror operation
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overlap of M-l samples (B=L+M-l)

XlkLlJ X[kLl~
Y[kL]= (x. X[kL]

multiplication by a scalar
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List of symbols and abbreviations

Abbreviations:

BFDAF: Block Frequency Domain Adaptive Filter(ing)
BFDAF-FX: BFDAF with filtered-x algorithm without overlap in the filtered-x signal

BFDAF-FXO: BFDAF with filtered-x algorithm with overlap in the filtered-x signal

DFT: Discrete Fourier Transform

DSP: Digital Signal Processor

DSS: Digital Speaker System

FFT: Fast Fourier Transform

FMSE: Final Mean Square Error

HRTF: Head Related Transfer Function
IFFT: Inverse Fast Fourier Transform

LDA: Laboratory Digital Audio bus interface

LMS: Least Mean Square

MSE: Mean Square Error

Symbols:

A: number of weight coefficients used for the estimated secondary rath

a: adaptation constant
a': adaptation constant in the programs

B: FFT length

XB[kL]: (B x B) circulant matrix of the input signal

4B [k L]: time domain filtered-x vector of length B

4'B[kL]: time domain filtered-x vector of length B, calculated with estimated secondary

impulse response

D.acf modelled delay in the secondary acoustic path

D.ac,p-f: modelled delay between the primary and secondary signals
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8p : time to calculate the output samples (processing delay)

!:i.L: time to read L input samples (!:i.L = T,L)

FB: (B x B) Fourier matrix

G: frequency domain gradient constraint

J[k): cost function

JB: (B x B) mirror matrix

L: number of new input samples

LSL: secondary sound source left

LSR : secondary sound source right

LSp: primary sound source

M: number of (correctly calculated) weight coefficients

'lJF FT: computational complexity of the FFTIIFFT routines

'lJo: computational complexity of the time domain multiplication

'lJ~: computational complexity of the frequency domain multiplication

[L [kL]: time domain residual signal vector of length L

Rex: cross-correlation vector of the input signal with the residual signal

R x : autocorrelation matrix of the input signal

E>: memory occupation

W f: secondary acoustic path

wf: estimated secondary acoustic path

W II: secondary acoustic path from left loudspeaker to left microphone

lfJr: secondary acoustic path from left loudspeaker to right microphone

W M[kL): time domain weight vector of length M
Wpi: primary acoustic path from primary loudspeaker to left microphone

W pr: primary acoustic path from primary loudspeaker to right microphone

~/: secondary acoustic path from right loudspeaker to left microphone

W rr: secondary acoustic path from right loudspeaker to right microphone

W XL: noise cancellation filter left

W X R: noise cancellation filter right

!.B [kL): time domain input vector of length B
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Note: The time domain lowercase vectors are represented in the frequency domain as uppercase
vectors.
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